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The Government of India has announced India’s
first-ever “Bad Bank”, namely the “National Asset
Reconstruction Company Limited'' (NARCL) has
already been incorporated under the Companies
Act, 2013. It will acquire stressed assets worth
INR 2 lakh crore from various commercial banks
in different phases. Another entity — India Debt
Resolution Company Ltd (IDRCL), which has
also been set up — will then try to sell the
stressed assets in the market. The NARCL -
IDRCL structure is the new bad bank. To make it
work, the government has okayed the use of INR
30,600 crore to be used as a guarantee.

The proposed two-tier ARC, AMC framework,
ostensibly created with public structure and
private sector in mind for the respective entities,
may create more problems than they serve. While
one acquires at a price, the other has to arrange
for a buyer at a price plus be commercially viable.
If there is no buyer at the price, each will look at
the other distraught. The buck will have no stop.

Bad Bank plan gets Cabinet nod,

credit flow to economy expected to

improve

In order to mitigate the shortcomings in the
existing arrangements for credit delivery, the
Reserve Bank of India (“RBI”) has decided to
relook at the model of syndicated loans for large
value credits. Accordingly, the RBI is in
discussion with banks to revise guidelines for
syndicate loan arrangements of INR 2,000 crore
and above for which Indian Banks’ Association
has submitted a report to RBI. This may entail a
detailed single point inspection of syndicated
loan accounts and norms for a more structured
approach by lenders to take care of the entire life
cycle of the loan.

RBI in discussion with banks to

revise guidelines for large

syndicated loans

Bad Banks: A ‘bad bank’ is a bank that buys
the bad loans of other lenders and financial
institutions to help clear their balance sheets.
The bad bank then resolves these bad assets
over a period of time. When the banks are freed
of the NPA burden, they can take a more
positive look at the new loans. Ideally, such a
bank should be owned by the banks which have
the most NPAs.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/bad-bank-plan-gets-cabinet-nod/articleshow/86247771.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/bad-bank-plan-gets-cabinet-nod/articleshow/86247771.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/new-rules-in-works-for-large-syndicated-loans/articleshow/86017892.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/new-rules-in-works-for-large-syndicated-loans/articleshow/86017892.cms?from=mdr


RBI’s new auto debit rules set to

come in to effect

RBI had directed all banks including Regional
Rural Banks (RRBs), National Banking Finance
Corporation (NBFCs), and payment gateways
that the processing of recurring transactions
(domestic or cross-border) using cards or Prepaid
Payment Instruments (PPIs) or Unified Payments
Interface (UPI) under arrangements/ practices
not compliant with Additional Factor of
Authentication (AFA) would not be continued
beyond March 31, 2021.

As part of risk mitigation measures, RBI
announced this step to bolster safety and security
of card transactions.

Under the new norms, banks will be required to
inform customers in advance about recurring
payment due and transactions would be carried
following the approval of the customer. So, the
transaction would not be automatic but would be
done after authentication from the customer.
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 Large Syndicated Loans: A syndicated loan
is offered by a group of lenders who work
together to provide credit to a large
borrower. Loan syndication occurs when a
single borrower requires a large loan ($1
million or more) that a single lender may be
unable to provide, or when the loan is
outside the scope of the lender’s risk
exposure.

New Umbrella Entity (NUE): NUE stands
for New Umbrella Entity. An NUE licensc
can help the entity gain greater autonomy in
processing digital payments in India. That
will help establish a firm presence in the
financial services ecosystem through value-
added lending and insurance services, said
senior industry sources.

RBI will set up a committee to scrutinise
applications and give recommendations on New
Umbrella Entity (“NUE”) licences. The five-
member committee will be headed by RBI chief
general manager P Vasudevan. As per the
mandate, the NUEs will establish their own
payment infrastructure to compete with National
Payments Corporation of India (“NPCI”). The
government hopes to build a settlement system
similar to the unified payments interface (“UPI”)
with the NUE’s.

The system will be focussed on small and medium
enterprises, merchants and consumers. The RBI
had in August 2020 issued guidelines for creating
“for-profit NUEs”.

RBI to set up five-member panel on

NUE licences

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/new-auto-debit-rules-of-rbi-set-to-kick-in-from-friday/articleshow
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Content/PDFs/DANUE6F1C5983ACA84C5D9462D3DCA803FF9C.PDF
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Content/PDFs/DANUE6F1C5983ACA84C5D9462D3DCA803FF9C.PDF


Cryptocurrency back into play as

banks ease curbs on purchases

Indian banks are again allowing purchase of
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies through their
channels, easing curbs that they had imposed on
such services.

The change in stance happened after the RBI told
banks that they no longer can use the regulator’s
2018 circular prohibiting all dealings in virtual
currencies, as the direction has been struck down
by the Supreme Court of India.

It was recently stated by the RBI in its
notification dated 31st May 2021 that certain
banks were still using its 2018 circular to warn
their customers against dealing in cryptocurrency. 
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Floating Rate Notes
Floating rate notes are bonds that have a
variable coupon, equal to a money market
reference rate, like LIBOR or federal funds
rate, plus a quoted spread. The spread is a
rate that remains constant. Almost all FRNs
have quarterly coupons, i.e. they pay out
interest every three months.
Are Floating Rate Bonds Safe?
Safety of money: The bonds are issued by the
Reserve Bank of India. So, the product
comes with the highest safety.
Lock-in period: The bonds have a lock-in
period of 7 years. However, senior citizens
can do premature redemption with a shorter
lock-in period and penalty.

The rate of interest on Government of India
Floating Rate Bonds, 2033 (GOI FRB 2033)
applicable for the half year September 22, 2021 to
March 21, 2022 shall be 4.62 percent per annum.

It may be recalled that FRB, 2033 will carry a
coupon, which will have a Base rate equivalent to
the average of the Weighted Average Yield
(WAY) of last 3 auctions of 182 Day T-Bills, plus a
fixed spread (1.22%).

RBI announces rate of interest on

Government of India Floating Rate

Bonds, 2033.

Reasoning given by Supreme Court:
The 2018 circular was held as invalid by the
Supreme Court in the case of Internet Mobile
Association of India v. Reserve Bank of
India (‘IMAI’). The SC noted that in the
absence of any legislative ban on the buying
and selling of cryptocurrencies, the RBI
cannot impose disproportionate restrictions
on trading in these currencies. The court felt
that such restrictions would interfere with
the fundamental right of citizens to carry
out any trade that is deemed legitimate
under law.

https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/notification/PDFs/45VIRTUALCURRENCIES37FE644EF97F4A36AAB951C73A411E96.PDF
https://rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=12103&Mode=0
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/PressRelease/PDFs/PR900CE703ADEC0874EAF8F6C1023999CAB48.PDF
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/PressRelease/PDFs/PR900CE703ADEC0874EAF8F6C1023999CAB48.PDF
https://main.sci.gov.in/supremecourt/2018/19230/19230_2018_4_1501_21151_Judgement_04-Mar-2020.pdf
https://main.sci.gov.in/supremecourt/2018/19230/19230_2018_4_1501_21151_Judgement_04-Mar-2020.pdf


INSOLVENCY

Supreme Court rules that a

Resolution Plan approved by the

CoC cannot be modified or

withdrawn once presented to the

NCLT

The Division Bench of Justices D.Y. Chandrachud
and M.R. Shah, pursuant to the case of Ebix
Singapore Private Limited v. Committee of
Creditors of Educomp Solutions Limited held
that under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016, a Resolution Applicant (RA) is not entitled
to alter or withdraw the Committee of Creditors
(“CoC”) - approved Resolution Plan once
presented to the National Company Law
Tribunal (“NCLT”). Upon examining the legal
nature of a CoC-approved Plan and the absence
of any provision under the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code allowing for withdrawal of the
Resolution Plan by a successful Resolution
Applicant, the Apex Court stated that a
Resolution Plan, once submitted, is binding and
irrevocable as between the CoC and the
successful RA in terms of the provisions of the
IBC and the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of
India [Insolvency Resolution Process for
Corporate Persons] Regulations. It noted that
permittance of withdrawals or modifications of
such resolution plans would create a new tier of
negotiations wholly unregulated under the IBC.

As a result, the Supreme Court dismissed the
appeal of Ebix Singapore challenging the decision
of NCLAT passed on the plea of CoC of
Educomp, setting aside the order of NCLT
allowing Ebix Singapore to withdraw the
resolution plan.more and more people could be
incorporated for the mutual funds and with more
ease as the number of banks would also be
increased where the mutual funds hold Current
Accounts.

In the case of Anjali Rathi and Ors. v. Today
Homes & Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd., the Supreme
Court held that a moratorium declared under
section 14 of the IBC, which restricts the
initiation of new proceedings or the
discontinuance of existing ones, applies only to
the Corporate Debtor (“CD”) and does not
protect the stressed company's promoters. The
decision was delivered by a bench of Justices DY
Chandrachud, Vikram Nath, and Hima Kohli,
permitting home buyers to sue the promoters of
the CD (Today Homes and Infrastructure Pvt
Ltd) 
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CoC-approved Resolution Plan: Towards the
conclusion of the Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process, Resolution Applicant
proposes a Resolution Plan which is placed
before Committee of Creditors (CoC) and
upon several deliberations by CoC, the
crucial decision pertaining to approval or
rejection of a Resolution Plan is taken. This
plan is then presented before the NCLT.

Moratorium under IBC only

applicable to Corporate debtor, not

its Promoter

Further, the Bench outlined the consequences of
delays on the insolvency resolution process which
would come into play detrimentally impacting
the objectives of the Code, due to such
modifications and withdrawals. 

https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/aug-2021/permitting-non-scheduled-payments-banks-to-register-as-bankers-to-an-issue_51595.html
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/aug-2021/permitting-non-scheduled-payments-banks-to-register-as-bankers-to-an-issue_51595.html
https://ibbi.gov.in/uploads/order/09603f1bdb3fb1e8bab88b34ee66a52c.pdf
https://ibbi.gov.in/uploads/order/f1909b5d344fbd685a7feff7cff46ddf.pdf
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/aug-2021/-security-and-covenant-monitoring-using-distributed-ledger-technology_51855.html
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/aug-2021/-security-and-covenant-monitoring-using-distributed-ledger-technology_51855.html


for abandonment of the housing project, despite
the fact that a moratorium was in effect due to
the ongoing Corporate Insolvency Resolution
Process (“CIRP”).
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The Apex Court relied on the dictum of P.
Mohanraj v. Shah Bros. Ispat (Pvt.) Ltd. which
clarified that section 14 was only in relation to the
corporate debtor and not in respect of its
directors and management, against whom
proceedings could continue. As a result, this
decision segregates the interests of the corporate
debtor from the interests of the management in
consonance with the object of a moratorium
ensuring the revival of a financially ailing
corporate debtor.

NCLT approves SBI’s personal

insolvency petition against

Venugopal Dhoot

Moratorium: It is a period wherein no
judicial proceedings for recovery,
enforcement of security interest, sale or
transfer of assets, or termination of essential
contracts can be instituted or continued
against the Corporate Debtor.

Venugopal Dhoot, a beleaguered promoter of
Videocon Industries Ltd. had extended a personal
guarantee to his company and defaulted leading
to insolvency resolution proceedings against him.
Mr. Dhoot provided personal guarantees for loans
obtained under several agreements between
Videocon Industries and State Bank of India
(“SBI”) in 2012, which were invoked in the event
of defaults. As a result, Mr. Dhoot’s personal
guarantee to SBI stood at INR 6,157 crore in May 

2020 for which it filed an application in August
2021. This step derives legitimacy from the
Supreme Court’s ruling of May, wherein it held
that creditors can proceed against the personal
guarantors of a defaulting company even when
the Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate
Persons (“CIRP”) of the firm itself has not been
completed.

The NCLT recently directed a complete freeze &
attachment of properties of Videocon’s promoters
including Venugopal Dhoot following a petition
filed on grounds of financial mismanagement by
the Ministry of Corporate Affairs. Finally, on
September 1, 2021, the Mumbai bench of the
NCLT in an order, allowed the initiation of the
pending personal insolvency petition against the
erstwhile promoter. It also appointed a resolution
professional who shall ascertain the assets held by
and liabilities accrued upon Mr. Dhoot.

Personal guarantee: It is generally furnished
by a promoter or promoter entity when the
banks demand collateral which equals the
risk they are taking by lending to the firm,
which may not be doing so well.

https://ibbi.gov.in/uploads/order/48cb50915c29188847ad3b13f7f6f3d6.pdf
https://ibbi.gov.in/uploads/order/48cb50915c29188847ad3b13f7f6f3d6.pdf


SECURITIES

SEBI approves framework for Gold

and Social Stock Exchanges

The Securities Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”)
approved frameworks for gold and social stock
exchanges in a board meeting on September 28,
2021.

The idea of a Social Stock Exchange (SSE) for
fundraising by social enterprises was first floated
by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman in her
Budget Speech 2019-20. The framework for the
SSE developed on the basis of the
recommendations of a working group and
technical group constituted by SEBI was cleared
making social enterprises such as Non-Profit
Organisations (NPOs) eligible to participate in
the SSE by raising funds through equity, zero-
coupon zero principal bonds, mutual funds, social
impact funds, and development impact bonds.
The social enterprises will have to engage in a
social activity out of the list of 15 broad activities
approved by SEBI. It also provides for-profit
social enterprises if they have social intent and
impact as their primary goal. Also, such an intent
should be demonstrated through its focus on
eligible social objectives for the underserved or
less privileged populations or regions. SEBI
recognizes that the operationalization of the
framework would require amendments to several
norms however it would greatly serve private and
non-profit sector providers by channeling greater
capital to them.

The market regulator SEBI, also detailed a
framework for spot gold trading in India.
Currently, India allows trading only in gold
futures, unlike China and several other countries 

which have spot exchanges, therefore, it is a
significant step given that India is one of the
world’s largest consumers of gold. SEBI clarifies
that the instrument representing gold will be
called ‘Electronic Gold Receipt' (“EGR”) and will
be notified as ‘securities’ under the Securities
Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956. These EGRs
can be traded on existing stock exchanges and
will have clearing and settlement features like
other securities. The vault managers, who would
accept gold deposits and issue EGRs with
approval of SEBI, must be registered with SEBI
and have a net worth of 50 crores and be
answerable for the same. These EGRs can be
traded on existing stock exchanges and will have
clearing and settlement features like other
securities.

In a circular dated September 29, 2021, SEBI

introduced ‘swing pricing’ to protect existing

investors in debt mutual funds in the event of

market dislocation or sudden redemptions by

large investors. This circular comes a year after

the encashment of debt market investments by

Franklin Templeton investors ahead of liquidity

problems leaving the gullible investors to bear the

brunt of suspension of all debt schemes by the

fund house. Thus, the rationale of this move is not

only to discourage large investors from sudden

redemption but also to protect existing investors

in such an event.
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SEBI launches ‘Swing Pricing’

mechanism for debt mutual fund

investors

https://www.sebi.gov.in/media/press-releases/sep-2021/sebi-board-meeting_52976.html
https://www.sebi.gov.in/media/press-releases/sep-2021/sebi-board-meeting_52976.html
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/sep-2021/circular-on-swing-pricing-framework-for-mutual-fund-schemes_52997.html
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/sep-2021/circular-on-swing-pricing-framework-for-mutual-fund-schemes_52997.html


Further, the circular stated that the swing pricing
framework will initially be made applicable only
for scenarios related to net outflows from the
schemes and the Association of Mutual Funds in
India (“AMFI”) shall determine thresholds for
triggering the mechanism during market
dislocation as well as normal times. A minimum
swing factor as under shall be made applicable to
the schemes during market dislocation resulting
in an adjustment in net asset value (NAV) for
incoming and outgoing investors for swing factor.
The hybrid framework with a partial swing
during normal times and a mandatory full swing
during market dislocation times for high-risk
open-ended debt schemes is expected to be in
effect from March 1, 2022.
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Introduction of T+1 rolling settlement

on an optional basis by SEBI

Swing Pricing: Swing pricing is a mechanism
used to ensure that long-term investors in
debt schemes are not adversely impacted
during big-ticket redemptions, typically by
large investors. This prevents a fall in net
asset value (NAV) which is capable of
impacting those who remain invested.

In a circular SEBI introduced a T+1 settlement
cycle for completion of share transactions on an
optional basis in a move to enhance market
liquidity. The move came in after the regulator
received requests from various stakeholders to
further shorten the settlement cycle.
Currently, trades on the Indian stock exchanges
are settled in two working days after the
transaction is done (T+2). Now, based on
discussions with Market Infrastructure 

Institutions (Stock Exchanges, Clearing
Corporations, and Depositories) the regulator has
decided to provide flexibility to stock exchanges
to offer either T+1 or T+2 settlement cycle for
completion of share transactions. SEBI allows
stock exchanges to offer a T+1 settlement cycle on
any of the scrips, after giving advance notice of at
least one month, regarding the change in the
settlement cycle, to all stakeholders, including the
public at large and also disseminating the same on
its website. The settlement option is also available
to all types of transactions in the security on that
Stock Exchange.

This circular is issued in exercise of the powers
conferred under Section 11(1) of the Securities and
Exchange Board of India Act 1992, read with
Section 10 of the Securities Contracts
(Regulation) Act, 1956 to protect the interests of
investors in securities and to promote the
development of, and to regulate the securities
market.

SEBI revises risk management

framework for mutual funds

In order to ensure mutual funds maintain high
standards, exercise due diligence, ensure proper
care in their operations and to protect the
interest of investors, SEBI has come up with a
revised risk management framework for fund
houses. The circular provides a set of standards
comprising the policies, procedures, risk
management functions and roles and
responsibilities of the management, the Board of
Asset Management Companies (AMC) and the
Board of Trustees.

https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/sep-2021/introduction-of-t-1-rolling-settlement-on-an-optional-basis_52462.html
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/sep-2021/introduction-of-t-1-rolling-settlement-on-an-optional-basis_52462.html
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/sep-2021/risk-management-framework-rmf-for-mutual-funds_52943.html
https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/sep-2021/risk-management-framework-rmf-for-mutual-funds_52943.html


The said framework will be effective from
January 01, 2022 and SEBI’s new RMF terms risk
management as an independent and specific
function of the asset management company. For
each risk such as investment risk, compliance risk,
operational risk, and cyber security the asset
management company should appoint a
dedicated risk officer. The fund houses are also
asked to conduct a self-assessment of their risk
management framework which would be
reviewed annually by AMC.
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NEW UMBRELLA ENTITY (NUE)

In a bid to boost the Retail Payment System
(“RPS”), the Reserve Bank of India (“RBI”) had
come up with the proposal of “New Umbrella
Entities” (“NUE”), to provide a platform similar
to Unified Payments Interface (UPI). Since NUEs
promote private participation, it became
pertinent to ensure that consumer data is secured.
Further, it is essential that sustainable financial
principles are followed so that the motto of de-
risking payments ecosystem is achieved in
essence. In this context, NUE is envisaged as an
alternative mechanism to India’s flagship
processor, the National Payments Corporation of
India (NPCI).

The NUE license shall be granted by RBI
according to the power of authorization of
payment operations conferred under Section 4 of
the Payment & Settlement Systems Act (PSSA),
2007.

These NUEs would be primarily responsible in
developing new payment systems, standards and
technologies, clearing and settlement
mechanisms, while monitoring, addressing and
preventing relevant risks and frauds. It would
diversify easy payment options beside boosting
transaction volumes with tremendous expansion
of e-commerce. Thus, NUE could also become
instrumental in furthering financial inclusion and
promotion of fintech. However, the NUE
authorization has been shelved citing data storage
and localization issues despite being proposed
with a view to minimize concentration risks in
RPS. Accordingly, a five member committee
under the chairmanship of P. Vasudevan, Chief  

General Manager at the RBI has been directed to
to review license applications, analyse
macroeconomic impact and security risks in light
of the proposed framework. Announced about a
week ago, it shall also put forth recommendations
to address the concerns thus arising.

Other impediments must also be considered to
evaluate the adverse impact, if any, on the
banking ecosystem. For instance: Capital,
infrastructural costs, technology requirements in
deploying products, settlement management &
operations, rise in risks due to reconciliation &
security issues, liquidity costs to support free flow
of funds by customers etc. It also seems prudent
to examine the impact on smaller banks as they
might be forced to deploy additional payment
instruments modelled after zero pricing strategy,
and end up bleeding more.

To address the concerns, RBI has announced
extensive guidelines that are mandatory for all
entities involved in payments & settlements to
follow, to protect and prevent breach or misuse of
the customer details in their database. The
Personal Data Protection (PDP) Bill, under
review before the Joint Parliamentary
Committee, might prove to be a game changer in
building a robust data storage & processing
system. For the time being, India could subscribe
to Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to
strike a balance between consumer woes and
commercial interests, until a germane data
protection framework for fintech is enacted. 

https://www.mondaq.com/india/financial-services/1059342/neo-banks-in-india-the-way-forward
https://www.financialexpress.com/tag/rbi/

